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ABSTRACT 
IT Asset Management (ITAM) is a business intelligence suite which focuses on financial revenues, and inventory functions to 

support the decision making process of an IT organization. Asset includes the management of hardware and software products. IT 

asset management software is a vital framework of any organization. Normally it involves collecting the detailed IT inventory 

information which will be used to extract the insights about hardware and software purchases. IT inventory management helps to 

any organization to maintain their systems more efficiently and saves time and money by avoiding unnecessary asset purchases 

and encouraging the elimination of existing resources. The hardware asset management points the Tracking hardware failures and 

idle assets, Identify theft or loss, Manage inventory, Reduce maintenance costs. Software asset management includes the reduction 

of software costs by reducing the contract agreements and eliminating or reallocating the underutilized software licenses. IT 

provides such as inventory tracking, software deployment, and issues. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
IBM Maximo: 

IBM Maximo is the extensive solution for managing physical assets. It provides maintenance, inventory 
management and purchasing capabilities that support organization to maximize efficiency and extent asset life 
cycle. Enterprise Asset Management helps manage all types of assets-including plant, infrastructure, facilities, 
and transportation, manufacturing and service providers. 

It is available as an on-premises or software-as-a-service (SaaS). It has the conditions of their assets and 
work processes around them for better planning and control.  
 
Asset Management: 
1.2.1 Asset Definition: 

An asset is any part of equipment that has one or the other moving parts or assembly, that needs to be 
maintained. Plant, machinery, material goods, constructions, automobiles and other substances and related 
systems that have a altered and determinate business function that is critical to the delivery of the function of the 
asset. Assets can be either owned or leased by your company. 
 
1.2.2 Asset Categories: 
Real Estate and Facilities: 

Example: Land, offices warehouses, retail space, housing, hospitals, school. 
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Plant and Production: 
Example:  Auto, mining, textile, chemical, electronics. 

 
Mobile Assets: 

Example: Military, airlines, trucking, shipping, railroad, public 
 
Infrastructures: 

Example: Electric, oil, gas, highways, roads, telecom, water, wastewater. 
 
Information Technology (IT): 

Example: Computers, routers, networks, software, auto discovery, service   Desk 
 
2. System Analysis: 
Existing  System: 

In existing system all the details are maintained by manually. Using some stock register, Paper based 
Records, Invoices and Bill Files etc... 
 
Disadvantages: 

� Lack of security. 
� Duplication of data entry. 
� Consume more time. 
� Labor-Intensive 
� Human Error 
� Inconsistency in data entry, room for errors, misses keying information  
� System is dependent on good individuals. 
� Time consuming and costly to produce reports. 

 
Proposed System: 

Above problems are arise using Manually maintained details, So overcome these problems we have to 
implement  IT Asset management system using by IBM Maximo 7.5 Essentials . IT asset management (ITAM) 
is the set of business practices that join economic, prescribed and catalogue functions to support life cycle 
management and calculated decision making for the IT environment. Resources include all essentials of 
software and hardware that are found in the College environment. 
 
Advantages: 

� Reduce Costs 
� Software Security 
� License Compliance 
� Make use of Asset Inventory Tools 
� Reduced IT Support 

 
Module Discription: 
Administrative Module: 

 

 

 

Administrative module contains to all the needed application require to the IT Asset management system .It 
has People Application, Person Group Application, Labor Application, Craft Application, Classifications, 
Calendar Application, Asset Application, Location Application, Meters, Item Master Application, Tools , 
Stocked Tools, Inventory, Procurement Application, Purchase Requisitions, Request for Quotations, Purchase 
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order, Receiving , Invoice, Work management process, Preventive Maintenance Applications, Contract 
Application, Database Configuration, Application Designer, Workflow configuration .These are applications are 
maintaining whole IBM maximo. 

 
 
Lab Admin Module: 

Lab Admin Module contains lab maintenance application, Asset application, Security groups, 
administration application. This module is using to create a new labor for the organization and assign the lab, 
task, qualification, supervisor for each every lab assistant. This module maintains all the lab details. 

 
Lab Assistant Module: 

Lab Assistant Module maintains to the corresponding laboratory for particular labor or lab assistant. It 
contains only laboratory application .It should not contains other application in IBM Maximo. Using this 
module we cannot add, modify, delete asset in asset application.     

 

 
This module also uses the usage of the particular laboratory. 

 

 
 
Asset Management Module: 

Asset Management Module using to maintain all the details about the asset. It has Location Application, 
Failure code, Meters, Meter group, Item master Application, Service Item Application, Tools, Stocked Tools, 
Inventory, Issues and Transfer, Storerooms, Procurement. 
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System Implementation: 
� Execution is the stage of the project when the imaginary design is turned out into a working system. 

Thus it can be reflected to be the most life-threatening stage in completing a successful new system and in 
giving the user, confidence that the new system will be more efficient. 

� The implementation stage involve planning, investigation of the existing system and its limitations on 
carrying out, scheming of methods to achieve and evaluation of changeover methods. 

� Implementation is the process of transfiguring a new system plan into procedure. It is the part that 
focuses on user preparation, site planning and file conversion for installing a candidate method. The important 
factor that should be measured here is that the discussion should be deliberate here is that the conversion should 
not disorder the functioning of the organization.  

 
Conclusion: 

IT inventory management helps the organizations to manage their systems more effectively and saves time 
and money by avoiding unnecessary asset purchases and also it promotes the harvesting of existing resources. 
Thus the system has been successfully implemented by IBM Maximo 7.5 framework. 
 
Future Enhancement: 

IBM Maximo Software can be delivered by CFI in the method of Software as a Service or (SaaS). In this 
CFI is other name of a SaaS provider and it can be  overcome by IBM Maximo software ( relavant technology, 
hardware, etc.) is delivered and managed remotely allowing our clients to contribute to and access a shared 
infrastructure available from anywhere, at any time through the internet. While CFI has several different IBM 
Maximo Hosted / Cloud Infrastructure have a many opportunities available to clients such as SaaS model, the 
benefits state for themselves: 

• IBM Maximo accessible at anywhere 
• Improvement is easy and painless, no patches, software, hardware, bandwidth 
• Easy to participate / convert to meet particular needs 
• Marginal initial costs 
CFI’s IBM Maximo Cloud / Hosting Infrastructure Services agree customers to organize their Maximo 

software in a protected data center environment with industry-leading as well as their performance, availability 
and scalability.  Hosted service providing CFI clients also have the choice of Software as a Service (SaaS) 
which allows you to subscribe and access your data within our infrastructure from anywhere, at any time 
through the internet. 

The benefits of presenting your IBM Maximo solution with CFI in the Cloud speak for themselves: 
 

IT Benefits: 
• IT system administration and implementation costs are reduced. 
• Reallocation of IT resources 
• Faster roll-out / deployment 
• Scalability 

 
Business Benefits: 

• Operating cost vs. Capital 
• More project control 
• Maintain prescribed flexibility around SaaS model 
• Improved technical support 
• Typically lower cost. 
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